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An sv.v e r th e fol loJu i na q ue sli o n s :

O1:(20 marks)

Find out the transfer functions 
t#] 

rbr the control sysrem block diagram given in
Fig.  1:

Fig. 1: Block diagram.
O2: (15 mqrfs)

Draw the block diagram of the closed-loop control system shorm in Fig. 2. The inpul
linear displacement xi and the output force F are converted to el-ectrical signal
throughout the potentiometer with constant Kp ndthe force transducer *ith constant
K1, The controller amplification f'actor is ka and the D.C-Servo motor has the
following specifications: resistance ,R, inductance r and capacitance C, rorque
constant kt (N,m/A) back emf constant Kv(vs/rad), and equivaleint mass *,- ikgs, rh"
motion is transmitted from the motor to the mas trough the gearing system'l and 2
with angular displacement 0r 0z and radius Rt, Rz, rack and finion-*lif, raJius n, i,converted the angular displacement lzof the output of gearing system to linear
displacement X of the output of the mass.
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Fig.2: Force control sysrcm.
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O3: (20 qorks)
consider the closed-roop contror system shown in the figure (3).
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Fig. (3) Closed-ioop control system.

calculare the varue of the feedback brock (F).to get *itically stable system.Determine the stability of the system with value if f = 0.i.,Find out the Gain and phase Margins with value of F:0.2.

Q4: (5+10) marks

i- Find the inverse Laplace transforrn of

F(s)= (2*S + 12)1'f2 +2*S +5)
ii- The forward path function for a closed loop control system has the following

G(s) - Ptgz
And the feedback function has the form:
H(s; :-l+1q{'5

calcurate the value of K and k for transient response has a maximumovershoot = 25%o and peak time = 2 sec.
Q5: (20 mafkst

consider the system shown in Figure (4). Sketch the root loci for the system. observethat for small or large values of K the system is underdamped and for meclium valuesOf K it iS OVerdamped. 
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